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ABSTRACT

A surface wave radar system including a receive antenna array for generating receive

signals, and a data processing system for processing received data representing the receive

signals to mitigate ionospheric clutter. The received data is range and Doppler processed,

and a spatial adaptive filter is trained using training data selected from the processed data.

The training data includes ionospheric clutter data and excludes cells which contain target

data and substantial sea clutter. The processed data is filtered using the filter, which may

be based on loaded sample matrix inversion. The antenna array may be two-dimensional

having an L or T shape.
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SURFACE WAVE RADAR

The present invention relates to a surface wave radar system and a method for processing

data of a surface wave radar receiver.

Surface wave radar systems, in particular high frequency surface wave radar (HFSWR)

systems, have recently been developed to overcome the line-of-sight limitation of

microwave radar systems. HFSWR exploits a phenomenon known as a Norton wave

propagation whereby a vertically polarised electromagnetic signal propagates efficiently as

a surface wave along a conducting surface. HFSWR systems operate from coastal

installations, with the ocean providing the conducting surface. The transmitted signal

follows the curved ocean surface, and a system can detect objects beyond the visible

horizon, with a range of the order of 200 km.

The successful detection of a target by a surface wave radar system traditionally involves

compromises between a number of factors, including propagation losses, target radar

cross-section, ambient noise, man-made interference, and signal-related clutter. It is

desired to provide an improved surface wave radar system and data processing method, or

at least a useful alternative to existing surface wave radar systems and methods.

In accordance with the present invention there is provided a surface wave radar system

including:

a receive antenna array for generating receive signals; and

a data processing system for processing received data representing said receive

signals to mitigate ionospheric clutter, wherein the ionospheric clutter is generated by

backscattering of transmit signals transmitted by the system.

The present invention also provides a method for processing range and Doppler processed

data in a surface wave radar receiver, including, for each range, the steps of:

training a spatial adaptive filter using training data of said processed data, said

training data including ionospheric clutter data and excluding target data and
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filtering said processed data using said filter.

The present invention also provides a surface wave radar system comprising:

CI a transmitter operable to transmit high frequency signals;

a receive antenna array operable to receive reflected versions of the transmitted

Nhigh frequency signals and generate receive signals,

a data processing system operable to process the receive signals,
wherein the processed receive signals are operable to remove ionospheric clutter

N received as part of the reflected versions of the transmitted high frequency signals.

The present invention also provides a data processing system for processing received

surface wave radar data to mitigate ionospheric clutter, wherein the ionospheric clutter is

generated by backscattering of a transmitted surface wave radar signal.

Preferred embodiments of the present invention are hereinafter described, by way of

example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings, wherein:

Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of a preferred embodiment of a surface wave radar

system;

Figure 2 is a schematic diagram of a receive antenna array of the system;

Figure 3 is a schematic diagram of a doublet antenna element of the receive

antenna array;

Figure 4 is a block diagram of a receiver of the system;

Figure 5 is a flow diagram of a prior art data process;

Figure 6 is a flow diagram of an adaptive data process executed by a data

processing system of the receiver;

Figure 7 is a range-Doppler plot showing ionospheric clutter in data processed by

the prior art data process of Figure 

Figure 8 is a range-Doppler plot showing the windows used to evaluate ionospheric

clutter and external noise;

Figure 9 is a graph showing the power spectra of ionospheric clutter and external noise

derived from the range-Doppler windows shown in Figure 8;
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Figure 10 is a pair of range-Doppler plots of radar data processed by the

conventional (top) and adaptive (bottom) data processes;

Figure 11 is a graph of Doppler data for a particular range and azimuth, showing

the effect of the adaptive filter on external noise suppression;

C 5 Figures 12 to 15 are graphs of Doppler data for different ranges and azimuths,

Mc, illustrating the spatial inhomogeneity of ionospheric clutter and the effect of the spatial
(N

filter on clutter suppression; and

C Figure 16 is a graph of Doppler data for a particular range and azimuth, for

conventional, 1-D adaptive and 2-D adaptive processing.

A surface wave radar system, as shown in Figure 1, includes a transmitter 12, and a

receiver 14. The transmitter 12 includes transmitter electronics 18 and a transmitting

antenna 16. The transmitting antenna 16 is a directional broadband antenna, such as a log-

periodic antenna array, capable of generating a substantial surface wave and a relatively

insubstantial overhead skywave. The transmitting antenna 16 transmits high frequency 

MHz) electromagnetic surface wave signals from a shoreline 26 across the ocean

surface. The transmitted signals are reflected from objects such as a ship 28, and reflected

surface wave signals are received by the receiver 14.

As shown in Figures 1 and 2, the receiver 14 includes a data processing system 24 and a

broadside array 20 of vertically polarised antenna doublets 30. The broadside array 20 is

oriented approximately perpendicular to a principal receiving direction 25 for reflected

surface wave signals, and, in this case, is approximately parallel to the shore 26. As shown

in Figures 2 and 3, each doublet element 30 of the broadside array 20 includes front 31 and

rear 33 vertically polarised monopole elements, coupled by a hybrid transformer 32. The

front element 31 of the doublets 30 is closer to the shore 26 and to surface wave signals

approaching from the receiving direction 25. This arrangement and the coupling

transformer 32 enhance the sensitivity of the antenna 20 to signals received from the ocean

whilst attenuating signals received from behind the antenna 20. The number of

independent receive antenna elements or doublets 30 is limited by the number of
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independent data channels available for data processing. Jn the described embodiment,

thirty-two data channels are available, as described below, and therefore the broadside
array 20 includes thirty-two doublets 30. However, it will be apparent that additional data

channels, and therefore, antenna elements or doublets 30, can be used to improve the

system performance.

As shown in figures 2 and 4, the dirty-two doublets 30 are connected to respective pre-

amplifier units 36 of the receiver 14, and to the data processing system 24 via a coaxial

antenna feeder 38. Tfhe data processing system 24 includes a multi-channel digital receiver

40 controlled by a control computer 42, using oscillators 44 fbr frequency control. 'fhe

data processing system 24 also includes data processing components 46 to 54, and a

display console 56. The control computer 42, data processing components 46 to 54, and

display console 56 each include standard computer systems, such as Intel Pentium 1116R

based personal computers ninning a Unix(& operating system. The computer systems of
the data processing components 46 to 54 are also each provided with four digital signal
processor (DSP) cards, including three Transtech TS-iP36N DSP cads with four
TigerSHARC processors, and one Blue Wave PCI/66 card wit six SHARC 21062
processors. The DSP cards communicate via 64 bitl66 MHz PCI slots of the data

processing components 46 to 54. The data processing components 46 to 54 provide a

range Doppler processing system 46, a conventional beamnforming system 48, an

envelope detection/normalisation/peak detection system 50, an adaptive filtering system

and a primary target fusion tracking system 54. These systems 46 to 54 and the
display console 56 communicate via a network hub 58.

A standard, prior art process for analysing surface wave radar data, as shown in Figure 

can be executed by the data proccssing system 24. The process begins by range processing
62 digitised radar data provided by the multi-channel receiver 40 in the range and Doppler
processing system 46. The radar data represents signals received by the antenna elements

over time. Range processing 62 determines ranges corresponding to the data in
accordance with the time delay between the time a signal was transmitted by the

transmitter 12 and the time the reflected signal was received by the receiver 14. The range
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processed data is then sent via the network hub 58 to the beamforming system 48 where a

beanforming step 64 processes the data to generate data corresponding to particular

azimuthal receiving directions at the receiving antenna, The beamformed data is then sent

to the range and Doppler processing system 46 where it undergoes Doppler processing at

step 66 to associate radial velocities with the data according to Doppler-shifts in frequency.

The resulting data is then sent to the envelope detection/nonnalisation/peak detection

system 50, where, at step 68, envelope detection is performed to determine signal

amplitudes for each range. Normalisation 70 and peak detection 72 are then performed in

order to identify targets. A tracking process 74 is performed by the primary target fusion

tracking system 54 to determine which targets identified at step 72 correspond to targets

previously identified in order to track those targets as they move over time.

Figure 7 is a graph of radar data from all thirty-two antennas, as processed by the prior art

process of Figure 5, presented as range bin versus Doppler bin, and using a grayscale to

represent signal strengttL. The first reflected signals received by the receiver 14 correspond

to the data in range bins near bin number 60. Accordingly, any data within the darkly

coloured range bins 1 to 60 corresponds to negative range cells and to external background

noise detected by the system prior to receiving reflected radar signals. Range bins from 

through 270 are dominated by these reflected signals.

The data of Figure 7 is characterised by a large degree of signal-related clutter, visible as

broadband signals spread across a wide range of Doppler bins for each range bin. It was

found that this spread clutter is exacerbated at locations close to the equator, such as the

northern coast of Australia, and is primarily ionospheric clutter resulting from enhanced

backscattering of the transmitted signal from the ionosphere in these regions. This

ionospheric clutter was found to mask low level signals, particularly those representing

slowly moving objects. Detailed investigations demonstrated that the clutter affects most
of the operational range of 80-200 km, and in most cases significantly exceeds the

background noise level. The clutter resulted in a severe degradation in overall

performance, leading to poor target detection, an increased false alarm rate, and poor

tracking accuracy.
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To determine the characteristics of ionospheric clutter, range-Doppler ionospheric clutter
windows 80 were defined, as shown in Figure 8, to be restricted to Doppler cells that have
a significant Doppler shift from the first-order Bragg lines in order to exclude possible
high-speed Doppler components of the "normal", anticipated, surface-wave propagated

sea-clutter speetniun. For example, the ionospheric clutter windows 80 of Figure 8 include
range bins from 60 to 105, corresponding to ranges from zero to above 200 kin, and
includes all Doppler bins except Doppler bins 420--580 centered about zero Doppler shift.
Detailed analysis indicates that this underestimates the ionospheric clutter, because the

most powerful components of ionospheric clutter are typically located in the same Bragg
ine area of the range-Doppler map as the energetic sea-clutter components. For
comparison, range-Doppler noise windows 82 were also defined to assess the external
noise received by the system. For example, the noise windows 82 of Figure 8 include all
data in range bins from 1 to 59, corresponding to negative ranges, and using the same

Doppler bins that are used for the ionospheric clutter windows 

Figure 9 is a graph of the overall distributions of ionospheric clutter power 84 and
background noisc power 86 in all beams derived from the ionospheric clutter windows 
and the noise windows 82, respectively. The graph indicates that for slow (surface) target
detection, it is transmission-related (passive) backscattered clutter 84, rather than external
noise 86, that limits detection performance. In all instances with low background noise,
the overall power of the ionospheric clutter component within the range of interest
exceeded the background noise power. A significant feature of the ionospheric component
is its erratic range profile. In many instances, ionospheric clutter appears immediately
after the direct wave signal, while in other cases there is a significant range depth that is
practically free of ionospheric clutter. This diversity excludes some simple explanations
for ionospheric clutter, such as transmitter phase noise. Moreover, the spatial properties of
the ionospheric clutter are significantly different: for different ranges within the coverage,
suggesting that several mechanisms may bc responsible for the clutter signals.
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In order to mitigate the effects of ionospheric clutter, an adaptive process 300, as shown in

Figure 6, is executed by the receiving system 24. The adaptive process 300 retains the

basic steps of the standard data process of Figure 5 for producing conventional data, but

adds a number of adaptive processing steps for revealing bidden low level signals. The

flow diagram of Figure 6 has two main branches 311, 313 to illustrate this division. Thc

steps of the process for generating conventional processed data are shown in a

conventional processing branch 311; the new steps used to generate adaptive processing

data are shown in an adaptive processing branch 313.

The adaptive process 300 begins at step 302, when antenna signals are received and

digitised by the multi-channel digital receiver 40. The resulting digital signals are sent to

the range Doppler processing system 46 where they undergo conventional range 62 and

Doppler 66 processing. The resulting range-Doppler processed data is a 32-variate

complex vector Y,

YV [Y;u 2 GIZ1r(1

where] is the range bin number, is the Doppler bin number, and T denotes transposition.

This range-Doppler processed data is used by both branches 311, 313 of the adaptive

process 300. Th1e conventional processing branch 311 is executed first, as follows. The

range-Doppler processed data is first sent via the network hub 58 to the conventional

beamnforming system 48 where conventional beamforming 64 is per 'formed. The resulting

data is sent to the envelope detectionlnorrnalisationfpeak detection system 50, where

envelope detection 68 is first performed. The envelope detection 68 generates cell power

estimates for each range-Dopplem-azimuth resolution cell using the cell amplitudes. An

ionospheric clutter power estimate is generated for each cell by averaging the cell power

estimates far a specified number of adjacent Doppler cells with the same range and

azimuth by using a specified window that can be considered to slide across the Doppler

cells. The Doppler cells occupied by dominant sea clutter are identified on the basis of the

transmit frequency and the characteristic Bragg lines and are excluded fromn this averaging
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process. Normalisation 70 is then performied to generate a background noise power

estimate by averaging the cell powers across a Doppler cells within all "negative" ranges

82, with reference to Figure S.

Peak detection 72 is then performed to generate data identifying probable target cells. A

cell is identified as a probable target cell if its cell power estimate exceeds its ionospheric

clutter (or noise in the absence of clutter) power estimate by a threshold value. This data is

sent to the primary target fusion tracking system 54 and the adaptive processing system

52. This completes the conventional processing branch 311 of the adaptive process 300,
and the steps of the adaptive processing branch 313 are then executed.

The clutter power estimates and the data identifying probable target cells are used by the

adaptive processing system 52 to define training data 0 at step 316, The training data (2 is

defined by selecting data from the range aud Doppler processed data V,1 generated at step

306. Due to the variable properties of the ionospheric clutter, the training data K2 may

include cells with operational ranges that always include strong sea clutter. However,

because the ionospheric clutter is typically only a few dB above the noise floor, very

effective sea-clutter resolution is required in order to obtain uncontaminated sea-clutter-
free samples for successful training. For this reason, Doppler processing is performed

prior to adaptive spatial filtering, and the training data n2 only includes Doppler cells

occupied by ionospheric clutter, i.e. the training data n2 is selected by including cells that

have a ionospheric clutter power estimate exceeding a noise power threshold value, but

excluding cells containing probable targets or sea clutter. Probable target cells are

excluded from the training data Q2 because otherwise target data can be suppressed by the

adaptive processing. At step 318, the training data Q2 is used to generate an adaptive

antenna response or filter for each range], according to:

[aI32 X,0e Yw1 vH 1' S(0 (2)
XL:7 1160 Yr S(O)
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where m is an adjustable parameter with a default value of 3, as described below, aX is a

loading factor, as described below, 132 is a 32x32 diagonal unity matrix, H denotes

Hermitian conjugation., Le-, complex conjugation and transposition, and S(Q) is the steering

vector that corresponds to the (calibrated) antenna geometry and steering beam)

direction 9.

The first term within square parentheses in equation the product a132 is referred to as

a loading matrix, and its inclusion makes the adaptive process robust and improves its

convergence properties, as described in Y. 1. Abramovieh, A controlled method for

optimisation of fillers using the criterion of maximum SNR, Radio Eng. Electron. Phys.

26(3), 1981, pp 87-95. The loading factor a is selected to be at least 2 dB greater than the

background noise power estimate generated by the norrnalisation step 70 of the

conventional processing branch 311. The second term within square parentheses,

XY!" F Y Y, is referred to as the sample matrix, and together, the terms within square

parentheses constitute a loaded sample matrix. The adaptive filter generation step 318,

defined by equation is a form of loaded sample matrix inversion.

For the thirty-two doublet vertically polarised broadside calibrated antenna array 20, the

steering vector S(O) is determined in the standard manner:

T= 1 exp(-i2x d sinO) exp(-i3 I sino) (3)

where d is interdoublet spacing, equal to 15 m; X is the operational wavelength of the

transmitted signal; and 0 is the beam direction, calculated relative to boresight.

To reduce the processing load on the adaptive filtering system 52, the adaptive filter

generation step 318 determines adaptive filters that can be shared by a number of

consecutive ranges, as indicated by the parameter m, with a default value of in 3.
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However, the best performance is obtained when a unique filter is generated for every

range bin, with m 1.

Having generated the adaptive filter at step 318, the adaptive filtering system 52 performs

adaptive filtering 320 on the range and Doppler processed data YI, using the adaptive

filter to generate adaptive beamformed output data as follows:

zj,(o) YJ, (4)

The adaptive filtering 320 is an adaptive beamforming process, similar to conventional

beamforming 64. The adaptive filtered data is sent to the envelope
detection/normalisation/peak detection system 50 for envelope detection 68, normalisation

and peak detection 72. The resulting data is sent to the primary target fusion 

tracking system 54.

The two branches 311, 313 of the adaptive process 300 join at step. 328, executed by the
primary target fusion/tracking system 54, where the relatively strong primary targets
identified by conventional processing at step 314 and the primary targets revealed by
adaptive processing at step 326 are used to identify both strong and weak targets. Target
tracking is performed at step 330 to determine the final output data 332. This output data

332 can be displayed and analysed by the display console 56.

Adaptive antenna pattern analysis indicates that the number of beams sufficient for a
conventional beamformer is generally not sufficient for the adaptive filter described above.
For this reason, a significantly greater number of beams 64) are used in order not to

lose a target with an unfavorable azimuth (with respect to steering directions).

Figure 10 illustrates the effect of the adaptive process 300 on ionospheric clutter
mitigation. The top part of the figure shows a Doppler-range map of data processed by the
conventional process of Figure 5, showing significant levels of ionospheric clutter spread
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across a broad range of Doppler and range cells. The lower part of Figure 10 shows the

corresponding Doppler-range map of data processed by the adaptive process 300.

Although the clutter has not been completely eliminated, it has been significantly reduced.

More quantitative examples of ionospheric clutter mitigation in Doppler data are shown in

Figures 11 to 15, illustrating particular "range cuts" for different beams where results of

conventional beamnforming 102 are compared with the results of adaptive processing 104.

Taken together, these Figures illustrate the variable nature of the ionsopheric clutter for

different ranges. Considering the most heavily contaminated range cells, it was found that,
as shown in Figure 7, ionospheric clutter does not occupy the entire Doppler band.

However, this spread is sufficient to mask most of the targets of interest and, specifically,

all surface targets.

The adaptive process 300 also provides mitigation of interference from other sources. For

examnple, in cases where external noise is present, significant external noise power

reduction can also be achieved as a result of adaptive processing, as shown in Figure 

Overall, it was found that weak targets deeply inumersed in ionospheric clutter can be

reliably detected by the adaptive process 300, despite losses that are correlated with the

target strength. In order to reduce target signal degradation and/or to increase the dynamic

rangc of successfully detected targets, the calibration accuracy is maintained as high as

possible. In radar systems where the transmitter is located in the back (reduced) lobe of a

receiving array doublet, an active repeater on oil rigs) is preferably deployed. Strong

targets identified by conventional processing at step 314 can be used for adaptive antenna

calibration.

The embodiment described above relates to data collected using the broadside antenna

array 20 of thirty-two dipoles only. In an alternative embodiment, the receiver 14 includes

a second, endfire array 22 of vertically polarised antenn elements 35. The endfire array

22 is oriented perpendicular and adjacent to the broad side array 20 to form a two-

dimensional antenna array, as shown in Figure 2. The antenna elements 35 of the
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endfire array arc preferably nmonopole antenna elements, but may alternatively include

doublets. Doublets are preferable if the transnutter antenna 16 is located behind the

receiving antenna arrays 20, 22. For 2-fl antennas, the steering vector S8) in equation (2)

is calculated in accordance with antenna geometry for a given azimuth 0 and zero elevation

angle.

The 2-D antenna array allowed 2-D adaptive clutter mitigation to be performed for various

antenna configurations. The data processing system 24 allows individual antenna elements

aof the broadside array 20 and the endflre array 22 to be selectively switched for input to the

digital receiver 40 to adjust the receive site antenna configuration. This allows the endfire

array 22 to be excluded, and different 2-ID configurations, such L and T shaped

configurations, to be employed. For example, sixteen broadside dipoles (B3D) and sixteen

endfire monopoles (EM) can be combined to form a 16BD-il 6EM configuration. As

described above, the number of independent antennas was limited to thirty-two by the
number of data channels available in the digital receiver 40. However, it will be apparent

that an alternative or additional digital receiver 40 can be used in order to provide more

data channels and therefore allow more antenna elements to be used.

The 2-D adaptive processing was found to be superior to 1-D) adaptive processing for
ionospheric clutter mitigation. Although I -D adaptive processing is generally quite

effective, both the estimated clutter suppression and the signal-to-interference ratio for
particular targets are significantly improved by 2-D processing, often revealing hidden

targets, as shown in Figure 16. In this data set the conventional beaznforming process data
102 shows a high degree of ionospheric clutter in Doppler bins greater than 250. The 1 -D
adaptive processed data 104 shows a reduced amount of clutter, but the 2-D3 processed data

106 shows a similar degree of reduction again, and reveals a hidden target peak 208 at bin

number 373.

Overall, the most advantageous 2-D configurations are L-shaped or T-shaped antenna

array configurations without a sigifficant gap the gap should be some tens of metres

or less) between broad-side and end-fire arms and within the arms; I6BDt1 GEM is
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c, preferred, but 22BD+10EM (or ED) was found to be the second best. Depending on the

severity of ionospheric clutter contamination, the improvement in ionospheric clutter (per

range) power resulting from using a 2-D receiver, as opposed to a 1-D receiver, was

between 5-25 dB for ship mode, and 2-15 dB for air mode.

C1 

Cc For adaptive beamforming, and specifically for adaptive beamforming that involves an L-

Sshaped antenna array, traditional (beam-maximum) techniques for target azimuth

C, estimation can be inaccurate due to significant pattern deformation. Azimuth estimation

techniques that take into account antenna pattern deformation are preferably used to

provide a more accurate value for the target azimuth, as described in R.C. Davis, L.E.

Brennan and I.S. Reed, Angle Estimation with Adaptive Arrays in External Noise Fields,

IEEE Trans. Aero. Elect. Sys. 12 (1976), pp 176-186.

Many modifications will be apparent to those skilled in the art without departing from the

scope of the present invention as herein described with reference to the accompanying

drawings.

The reference in this specification to any prior publication (or information derived from it),

or to any matter which is known, is not, and should not be taken as an acknowledgment or

admission or any form of suggestion that that prior publication (or information derived

from it) or known matter forms part of the common general knowledge in the field of

endeavour to which this specification relates.
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Z
THE CLAIMS DEFINING THE INVENTION ARE AS FOLLOWS:

1. A surface wave radar system including:

a receive antenna array for generating receive signals; and

a data processing system for processing received data representing said receive

Ssignals to mitigate ionospheric clutter, wherein the ionospheric clutter is generated by

backscattering of transmit signals transmitted by the system.

2. A surface wave radar system as claimed in claim 1, wherein the processing of said

data processing system includes filtering said received data on the basis of ionospheric

clutter data generated from said received data.

3. A surface wave radar system as claimed in claim 2, wherein said data processing

system includes an adaptive filter to perform said filtering, said filter being trained on the

basis of said ionospheric clutter data generated by determining clutter estimates for

selected cells of said received data.

4. A surface wave radar system as claimed in claim 3, wherein said data processing

system includes a range and Doppler processor, a beamformer and detector for generating

cells of processed radar data from said received data and generating said ionospheric

clutter data, noise power data and probable target data for said cells, said ionospheric

clutter data representing ionospheric clutter power, and said adaptive filter is trained using

data of said cells having ionospheric clutter power above a noise threshold determined by

said ionospheric clutter data and said noise power data, excluding data of cells identified

by said probable target data and cells representing sea clutter.

A surface wave radar system as claimed in claim 4, wherein the processed radar

data filtered by said adaptive filter is processed by said detector to generate probable target

data.

6. A surface wave radar system as claimed in claim 5, wherein said filter is based on

loaded sample matrix inversion.
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7. A surface wave radar system as claimed in claim 6, wherein said filter executes

[al +en YiY H  S(0)
l  s( 

SH [cl +Zn Y, y I' S(O)

8 where Yj, is a complex vector of said received data range-Doppler processed, Q represents

the training data, H denotes complex conjugation and transposition, j is a range bin

number, I is a Doppler bin number, ac is a loading factor, I is a diagonal unity matrix, and

is a steering vector corresponding to geometry of said array and a steering direction 0.

8. A surface wave radar system as claimed in claim 7, wherein said loaded sample

matrix inversion is

WI 

m S" [aI+.j O Y, Y S(0)

and a filter W, is shared by m consecutive range bins.

9. A surface wave radar system as claimed in claim 1, wherein said receive antenna

array is a one-dimensional receive antenna array.

A surface wave radar system as claimed in claim 9, wherein said array includes a

one dimensional broadside array of vertically polarised doublets, said broadside array

being substantially perpendicular to a receiving direction of said antenna, and each of said

doublets being substantially parallel to said receiving direction.

11. A surface wave radar system as claimed in claim 1, wherein said receive antenna

array is a two-dimensional receiving antenna array.

12. A surface wave radar system as claimed in claim 11, wherein said array includes a

one dimensional broadside array of vertically polarized doublets, said broadside array
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being substantially perpendicular to a receiving direction of said antenna, and each of said

doublets being substantially parallel to said receiving direction, and an endfire array of

vertically polarized antennas substantially perpendicular and adjacent to said broadside

array.

13. A surface wave radar system as claimed in claim 12, wherein said array forms an L

shape.

14. A surface wave radar system as claimed in claim 12, wherein said array forms a T

shape.

A surface wave radar system as claimed in claim 12, wherein said endfire array

includes one of monopoles and doublets, each of said doublets being substantially parallel

to said receiving direction.

16. A method for processing range and Doppler processed data in a surface wave radar

receiver, including, for each range, the steps of:

training a spatial adaptive filter using training data of said processed data, said

training data including ionospheric clutter data and excluding target data; and

filtering said processed data using said filter.

17. A method as claimed in claim 16, including beamforming said processed data, and

identifying said ionospheric clutter data and said target data by comparing the beamformed

data with at least one threshold value.

18. A method as claimed in claim 17, wherein said training data excludes cells which

contain substantial sea clutter.

19. A method as claimed in claim 18, wherein said filter is based on loaded sample

matrix inversion.

A method as claimed in claim 19, wherein said filter executes
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N where Yj, is a complex vector of said received data range-Doppler processed, Q represents

N 5 the training data, H denotes complex conjugation and transposition, j is a range bin

0number, I is a Doppler bin number, a is a loading factor, I is a diagonal unity matrix, and

is a steering vector corresponding to geometry of said array and a steering direction 

21. A method as claimed in claim 20, wherein said loaded sample matrix inversion is

mj a E17 X o I Y S(9)
SH() aI m X17H Y S(9)

and a filter Wj is shared by m consecutive range bins.

22. A surface wave radar system comprising:

a transmitter operable to transmit high frequency signals;

a receive antenna array operable to receive reflected versions of the transmitted

high frequency signals and generate receive signals,

a data processing system operable to process the receive signals,

wherein the processed receive signals are operable to remove ionospheric clutter

received as part of the reflected versions of the transmitted high frequency signals.

23. A data processing system for processing received surface wave radar data to

mitigate ionospheric clutter, wherein the ionospheric clutter is generated by backscattering

of a transmitted surface wave radar signal.

24. A surface wave radar system substantially as herein described with reference to the

drawings of Figures 1 to 4, 6, and 8 to 16.

25. A method for processing range and Doppler processed data in a surface wave radar
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receiver substantially as herein described with reference to the drawings of Figures 1 to 4,

6, and 8 to 16.

26. A data processing system substantially as herein described with reference to the

drawings of Figures 1 to 4, 6, and 8 to 16.
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